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SYLLABUS
Level of Study		: Muhammadiyah 2 Surabaya Senior High School
Subject			: Chemistry
Class/ Semester	: X/ 1
Competency Standard	: 1. Understanding the atomic structure, periodical properties of element, and chemical bonds
Time Allocation	: 16 study hours (for middle test 2 hours) 
BASIC COMPETENCE
TOPIC
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
INDICATOR
ASSESSMENT
TIME ALLOCATION
RESOUCE/MATERIAL/EQUIPMENT
1.1 Understanding atomic structure based on Bohr’s atomic theory, properties of elements, the relative atomic mass and periodical properties of elements on the periodical table, realizing the periodical trend by comprehension of electron configuration
Atomic Structure
	Studying the element of periodic table to determine the elementary particle, the electron configuration, and the relative atomic mass.
	Determining the elementary particle (proton, electron, and neutron)
	Determining the electron configuration and valence electron 
	Determining the relative atomic mass based on the periodic table

	Invoice type

Individual Duty
Quiz
Test
	Instrument 

Multiple choice
Objective Essay
Cheque list (afektive) or Assessment of Attitude
2 hours
	Resources

Chemistry Book
Slide of power point
Element Card 
	Material

Sheet
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Level of Study	           : Senior High School 
Subject			: Chemistry 
Class/Semester    		: X/ 1
Items Study			: Atomic Structure
Time Allocation		: 2 x 45 menit




Competency Standard 
	1. Understanding the atomic structure, periodical properties of element, and chemical bonds 

Basic Competence 
	1.1 Understanding atomic structure based on Bohr’s atomic theory, properties of elements, the relative atomic mass and periodical properties of elements on the periodical table, realizing the periodical trend by comprehension of electron configuration 

Indicator Attainment of Result Learn
A. 	Kognitive
Based on the explaining of the teacher, students can explain the definition of elementary particle (proton, electron, and neutron) along with its charge type with its own words truly.
Based on the explaining of the teacher, students can determine the electron configuration and valence electron with truly.
Based on the explaining of the teacher, students can determine the relative atomic mass from atoms which there are in element card with truly.

Afektif
	Passing discussion, students can tell its opinion/idea better.
	Passing discussion, students can enquiring better.
	Passing question and answer with the teacher, students can answer that question better. 
	Passing discussion, students can accept opinion of others.

 	Passing discussion, students can respect opinion of others. 
 	Passing discussion, students can esteem opinion of others.
 	Passing discussion, students can cooperate.

Breakdown of Items 
Atomic Structure 
Determination: 
	The amount of proton, electron, and neutron in an element
	The electron configuration:

	orders write down electron configuration
	The relative atomic mass 

 
Instructional Objectives
Students should be able to:
Determine the amount of proton, electron, and neutron in an element 
	Write down the electron configuration an element 
	Determine the valence electron from every element
	Determine the relative atomic mass an element

Learning Experience 
Reading items book teach about elementary particles which there are in atom along with its charge types, electron configuration, valence electron, and relative atomic mass.
	Doing duties about the amount of proton, electron, and neutron which there are in an atom, electron configuration from an element, valence electron from an element, and relative atomic mass from an element. 

Direct Material
Atomic Structure 

Sub Direct Material 
Proton, electron, and neutron
	The Electron Configuration
	The Valence Electron 
	The Relative Atomic Mass
Learning Model 
		Direct Instruction and Discussion

Learning Methods
	Discourse, demonstration, question and answer, and information discussion

Learning Steps 
First Meeting: 2 x 45 minutes.
No.
Learning Activities
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2.





























3.
Introduction (± 10 minutes)
Giving motivation. (Phase 1) (± 8 minutes)
	Teacher asks to students, “All of you have known papaw which not yet cooked?”

“If we split papaw, in it there are papaw seed which is black chromatic and there is also papaw seed which still small and white chromatic. That Papaw seed both for turning white and also black will always reside in the middle of fruit. Papaw wedge is we can consider to be atomic nucleus. Seed which is white chromatic of us assume neutron, while seed which is black chromatic of us assume proton. Whereas its kernel of us assume in layers atom husks which always encircle atomic nucleus. Like mentioned papaw fruit, we earn to conceive that amount of proton not only one and amount of neutron also quite a lot. Might possibly be same, but possible also differ." 
Presenting Goal. (Phase 1) (± 2 minutes)
Teacher shows and communicates about basic competence and instructional objectives to student through slide of power point. 

Main Activities. (± 73 minutes)
Presenting declarative knowledge (Phase 2) (± 20 minutes)
Teacher communicates to students about sub direct material of atomic structure in the form of diagram in slide power point.
	Teacher communicates to students that items studied today is elementary particles of atomic, electron configuration, valence electron, and relative atomic mass.
	Student shown by some element which have tidy in element card.
	Teacher presents information concerning determination of proton amount, electron, and neutron, writing of electron configuration, determination of valence electron, and atomic mass relative from elements which there are in element card through knowledge demonstration.
Giving practice guided (Phase 3)  (± 20 minutes)
Teacher shows one of element card, then ask student to determine the amount of proton, electron, neutron, valence electron, and atomic mass relative and also write down electron configuration. Teacher guide practice early student to finish the problem. Teacher always remind student so that research in doing problem.
Checked the understanding of student and bait to return (Phase 4) (± 8 minutes)
Teacher checks one by one work of student by drawing near every student to know how far the understanding of them to problem and solution steps which must do and also to look for whether student do duty truly.
	Learn immediately give feed back to result of work of student.
Giving continuation practice and transfer (Phase 5)  (± 25 minutes)
Teacher draw up condition for the practice of continuation by asking for student to do some problem which there are in Book Teach Student.
	Teacher gives all mind to student at skilled transfer at situation that more complex by choosing more complex problem and rather complicated to be done by student.

Closing (± 10 minutes)
Teacher setles the understanding of student by instructing student make conclusion from the way discussion at study today. (± 5 minutes)
Teacher gives duty read about classification of element into isotope, isotope, and isobar to be discussed at next meeting. (± 2 minutes)

Media and Learning Resources 
Learning Media:
Lap Top and LCD
Learning Resources:
Information from teacher
Tjahjo Baskoro, dkk., Kimia Semester 1 Kelas X
	and other book which support (Sunardi, Kimia Bilingual Kelas X Semester 1 dan 2)
 Assesssment
Invoice Type
Duty Group
	Test
Instrument
Multiple Choice
	Essay of Objective
Essay of Non Objective
Cheque list (afektive)
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A. Kognitive Aspect
The electron configuration for 20Ca is .....
	2. 8. 18. 2 
	2. 8. 8. 2
	2. 8. 10 
	1. 18 
	2. 8. 6. 4 


	The group of the following atomics have a similar valence electron is …..
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	The element atomic having electron configuration 2. 8. 18. 18. 4 and the amount of it’s neutron 68 is  dan …..
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	The electron configuration of As having atomic number 33 is …..
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	On of the elements having the greatest valence electron is ….. 
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Each its number having score 1
Maximal score = 5

              Obtaioned score
Value =  --------------------------- x 100
              Maximum score 

B. Afektive Aspect
Enclosure I: Observation Sheet 

Subject   		: Chemistry			Semester/IY	: Anomalous /08_09
Meeting to		: ......................		CS / B.C. to	: 1  /  1.1	
Date		   	: ……………………		Class		: X


No
Student Name
Observation Value
Obtained Score
Max
Score
(20)
Final Value
Conversion 


Cooperate
Enquiring
Answering
Esteeming




1









2









3









4









5










Note during learning: ……………………………………………………………………
Guidance of Score
5 = very good/very often
4 = good/often
3 = enough
2 = less/seldom
1 = very less/never

             Obtained score
Value=  -----------------------------  x 5
             Maximum score

Value note:
0   – 1,0 = E
1,1 - 2,0 = D
2,1 - 3,0 = C
3,1 - 4,0 = B
4,1 – 5,0 = A
	














Worksheet Atomic Structure
Name		:	 ……………………………………	
Claas			: …………………………………
Absent number	: ……………………………………









Known an atomic has the following element device:
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. How much is:
Amount of its proton
…………………………………………………………………...
Amount of its electron
…………………………………………………………………..
Amount of its neutron
…………………………………………………………………...
Relative atomic mass it
…………………………………………………………………...
Write the electron configuration and determine valence electron of the following elements:
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**********  Good Luck  **********



ELEMENT CARD
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